FIVE GUYS BURGERS AND FRIES

TAPS COMCAST BUSINESS TO MANAGE INTERNET
SERVICES FOR ALL CORPORATE STORES
Fast-Growing Restaurant Chain Seeks to Streamline Operations and
Achieve Cost Efficiencies Across 400 Corporate Owned Locations

POPULAR WASHINGTON D.C. BURGER JOINT BECOMES NATIONAL
FRANCHISE WITH CULT FOLLOWING
Five Guys Burgers and Fries was founded by the Murrell family in 1986. What started as
a carry-out burger joint in Washington, D.C. that served only hand-formed, grilled burgers
with unlimited, free toppings and fresh-cut fries cooked in peanut oil, quickly developed
a cult-like following. The Murrell family realized they were on to something and so they
expanded, building four more Five Guys restaurants in the D.C. metro area with sit-down
seating during the 1980s and 1990s.
Early in 2003, Five Guys began offering franchise opportunities. In just under 18 months,
they sold options for over 300 restaurants. Now, more than 20 years after Five Guys first
opened, there are over 1,300 locations worldwide including locations in the US, Canada,
UK and the Middle East
“Everything here at Five Guys is meant to be fun – from the array of possible burger
toppings to the rock music in store to the peanuts on the floor,” said Zerrick Pearson, Vice
President of Information Technology, Five Guys Burger and Fries.

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET ESSENTIAL FOR FIVE GUYS BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Five Guys today operates 400 corporate stores that are managed by a single IT team –
the rest are managed by franchise owners. The 13-person team handles everything from
app procurement to network services, along with associated vendor relationships.
Previously, the burger chain relied on internet connections of varying speed across each
location to power its on-premise point-of-sale system, online ordering system, music
services, quality control and alert management technologies. Almost all of its business
applications and services are cloud-based, so reliable connectivity is critical to keep
business running smoothly, but these inconsistent connections were not always sufficient,
resulting in latency and outages.
With a national footprint, Five Guys was working with numerous service providers to obtain
Internet services at each store, with varying degrees of success. When there was a service
issue or an outage, Five Guys didn’t always know who to call to get their issues resolved,
and billing was a nightmare to manage.
“I think we’ve worked with nearly every service provider in the country,” Pearson added.
“Our experience has been wildly inconsistent, and with so many vendors, it’s hard to
establish the kind of relationships required to obtain good, consistent service.”

SITUATION
• Washington D.C. burger
joint known for fresh food,
quality ingredients
• Grew from a single burger
joint to 1,300+ corporate
and franchise locations
nationwide
CHALLENGE
• Small IT team supports
400+ corporate stores
• Multiple vendors to
manage proved difficult
when there were service
or billing issues
SOLUTION
• Comcast Business Internet
RESULTS
• A central service provider
for 400 stores
• Streamlined operations
and cost efficiencies
• Scalable capacity to
support roll-out of new
cloud-based business
applications

COMCAST BUSINESS INTERNET SOLVES BUSINESS PROBLEMS TODAY,
PROVIDES FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE INITIATIVES
Five Guys wanted to consolidate to one service provider to provide Internet service
to all of its corporate locations to help streamline operations and manage costs. After
a competitive search, Five Guys ultimately selected Comcast Business based on its
extensive national footprint and proactive approach to customer service.
Comcast Business installed 16 megabit per second (Mbps) Internet connections at onequarter of Five Guys’ corporate locations, and plans to install or manage Internet services
at the remaining restaurants, giving all Five Guys stores the capacity required to support
their business applications, and just one number to call for support. With a managed
Internet service, the Five Guys IT team is free to focus on strategic business initiatives.
And because they’ve standardized on one vendor, Five Guys is reaping both cost and
operational efficiencies.
With a high-speed Internet service in place, Five Guys has a scalable foundation to
transition additional business applications to the cloud, such as its point-of-sale system,
mobile payments, inventory management and invoicing.
According to Pearson, “Comcast Business impressed us from the start – when we first sat
down to talk about the business, it was clear they understood us. Five Guys does things
in a very unique fashion – we are not cookie cutter. From initial conversations, they were
immediately on board and have made my life significantly easier ever since.”
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“...With so many
vendors, it’s hard to
establish the kind
of relationships
required to obtain
good, consistent
service.”
- Zerrick Pearson
Vice President of
Information Technology
Five Guys Burger and Fries

